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About This Game

Concept:
Get ready for a medieval adventure, full of mysteries and brutal monsters.

Play as a little princess who faces against a horde of bloody critters
and an invincible dragon god.

It's told by the legends that the dragon god is born above the earth and beneath the sky.
She grew up with her father, the king of the north, as a lonely princess without any friends.

With the return of the dragon god, the main chronicle of our heroine princess begins.
Princess Rika holds the answer in her heart.

Welcome to God's Death and conquer the enigma of the dragon god!

Key features:
-Customize your heroes by leveling, armors and weapons

-Explore a big overworld map to find special places.
-Unique battle system! There are many skills like magic and items: Killing the enemies with trashy and hard attacks makes a

funny experience.
-Music and tunes by the great music artist Andreas Meilicke
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BONUS CONTENT/GAME IN THE GAME FOLDER!

=> "God's Death III"

Facts:
-Animated battler
-Parallax mapping

-Over 80 Maps
-More than 3 hours of gametime

Story:
A very depressed lonely person in an apocalyptic world,

Aliens will flood the earth. You are the last hope for the humanity!
Travel through a world full of pain and loneliness to

find the way to yourself.
Only with a heart full of light you can save the world!

But you are not all alone.
A witch will accompany you on your way.

Is she friend or enemy?
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Title: GOD's DEATH
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
Marco Tancredi
Publisher:
Marco Tancredi
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2016
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A pretty decent story, worth a read, I won't call it a masterpiece because it wasn't but it made me feel as I read and any book that
can do that is worth it's time.

That being said, it's pretty short, I'll admit I'm a fast reader but 2.2 hours to complete all four endings is not quite worth the
pricetag.

I'll recommend it, under the condition that one should pick it up on a sale.. Not recommended. No auto saving, horrible enemy
layout, and tries to be a "I want to be the guy" game but flops hard.
. a repost of my reply on Steam forum:

[...] here is my honest take on the original question: SHOULD YOU BUY IT?:

As always, it depends.

The switch from 2d to 3d interfered with the comfortable, long used-to user control mechanics. Old fans might find it tiresome
to have to switch,especially with having to look around. This is the main culprit in what positions itself as an established arcade
game. However, with more and more users being used to 3d, this might not be an issue for many.

The arcadishness and the inevitable addiction level is still here. In this respect, everything is just as it should be - rapid action,
Indiana Jones moments abound ( just check Vancouver map).

For a newcomer, this is a rather addictive arcade, sadly devoid of humour, purely technical, good for those who would stick
their tongue out and try to do perfect in the increasingly (or not - game options) hectic world of (unrealistic but fun)
ATC/Ground Control.. After playing for a while I find Landless quite fun! it's Waterworld the game :D, I love how I can just
jump in and storm pirate bases using my guns and then collect their precious loot for me!, I think the game has a lot of potential
and as it is in pre alpha state and it's been worked on and expanded on a regular basis it can become an awesome
survival/crafting game!

I will be returning regularly just to see this game shape up and get more into the lore, do more questing and get to know more
about this game world

Pros:
- Easy to get into and easy to learn controls
- Crafting system is easy to remember and surprisingly deep
- Can dive underwater using an awesome suit!
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- Lots of places and little things to discover

Cons:
- UI still needs work
- Need more clear questing and icons on the mini map
. Still hard to play but it's fun when I need something that isn't an FPS or I'm just mindblown after a long day of work.. meh its
sony.. expect bs..
but handy either way
cant fault em

...
hahaha sony. Painfully layered UI, slow + glitchy play, random crashes \/ hangups.
It seems as though whoever churned this out made it for small-screen devices and called it a half day.
Terra Mystica is a good boardgame.
This digital version is a dumpster fire. :(
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This is a pretty fun game for fans of retro pc era titles. Overall I would rate this as 3.5/5. My complaints are that unalike to
overgrowth, it does not have seperated crouch and block buttons.. Pretty Cool Heads.

(Also Supporting The Devs). Saw this game from Chilled Chaos on YouTube.

It's really fun to play especially with friends, however i would prefer to have a single player mode where endless mode happens
or a much longer rounds than 30 weeks.

Really good game, smooth even though it's an early access game.. Creature Romances: Kokonoe Kokoro is a short VN, where
you play as your average Main Character and try to get together with you childhood Friend. It really is your typical Romance
Story. Also it will just about take one hour to complete the entire Story. The Graphic looks like the Game is fairly old, the
Translation however is great and there even is Voice Acting. Still for the 3 Euro you get a very short and average Story and the
Main Girl isnt even cute. I mean a Grasshopper rly? The same thing also fits to all the other Characters in this Game they are all
more like actual Monsters.

In the End, I cant really recommend this since there are tons of better VNs out there. Only get this if it is very cheap and you are
intrigued by the Grasshopper xD

Score: 5/10

Check out my Currator Page: https://store.steampowered.com/curator/34401214/. Very well done remastering of the original
cult classic.

Faithful at the core - but full of many nice newly enhanced touch ups.

Features great looking HD sprites with touched up animations for the original characters and some of the enemies/bosses. A
newly enhanced and remixed soundtrack - along with the option to select the original sound.

Two brand new characters with their own unique mechanics. One allows for movement while locked on to enemies, the other
chucks dynamite sticks and can lasso multiple enemies. Newly added stages, including new bosses that fit well with the original
theme of the game.

Unlike the original you can now continue from a stage select screen instead of the old way. Which forced one back to the first
stage when running out of continues. Which is obviously a nice change to have implented.

It honestly conjures up what you would have imagined Wild Guns could have been like had it been released in the arcade of it's
era.

I believe this was orginally released on PS4 back in 2016. This port is pretty much the exact type of treatment that you'd want to
see given to a classic title like Wild Guns. It certainly feels like the definitive version to own.

Very fun and challenging even on easy and normal. As someone who was very fond of the original game. I'd well recommend
this to the classic hardcore fans and new comers alike. Solid job done by Natsume-Atari.. Crappy cash grab on a game with a
crappy mechanic (the Batmobile) that quite literally ruins the game.
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